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Scanning mode is a key factor for the comprehensive performance, including

imaging efficiency, of scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM). Herein

is presented a bidirectional scanning method designed for STXM with an

S-shaped moving track. In this method, artificially designed ramp waves are

generated by a piezo-stage controller to control the two-dimensional scanning

of the sample. The sample position information is measured using laser

interferometric sensors and sent to a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)

board which also acquires the X-ray signals simultaneously from the detector.

Since the data recorded by the FPGA contain the real position of each scanned

point, the influence of the backlash caused by the back-turning movement on

the STXM image can be eliminated. By employing an adapted post-processing

program, a re-meshed high-resolution STXM image can be obtained. This

S-track bidirectional scanning method in fly-scan mode has been implemented

on the STXM endstation at the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility

(SSRF), and successfully resolved the �30 nm interval between the innermost

strips of a Siemens star. This work removes the limitation on bidirectional

scanning caused by motor backlash and vibration, and significantly improves the

efficiency of STXM experiments.

1. Introduction

Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) is a

synchrotron-based X-ray imaging technique under rapid

development (Takeichi et al., 2016; Lühl et al., 2019; Witte et al.,

2020). The technique combines nanoscale imaging with spec-

tral sensitivity (Kaznatcheev et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2019), and

thus becomes a powerful tool to probe the properties of solids

(Nilsson et al., 2005; Zou et al., 2006; Hub et al., 2010), liquids

(Smith et al., 1998; Beetz & Jacobsen, 2003; Wang et al., 2011),

films (Lee et al., 2013; Ling et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2019),

particles (Wan et al., 2007; Bahadur et al., 2010; Remusat et

al., 2012) and other forms of specimen in the materials, life,

energy and environmental sciences at the sub-micrometre

scale. However, since a high-resolution image needs to scan a

lot of pixels, the scanning speed is critical for STXM (Kilcoyne

et al., 2003; Zobelli et al., 2019). Quick scanning could not only

greatly improve the efficiency of experiments, but also reduce

sample damage caused by X-ray dose accumulation (Obst et

al., 2009). Currently, the fly-scan method greatly reduces the

time required for STXM imaging, which enables STXM-based

nanotomography and energy-stack imaging (Leontowich et al.,

2018). However, with the continuous development of science

and technology, the increasing needs of users and emerging
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complex imaging methods are stimulating the creation of

faster scanning technologies for higher-efficiency STXM

imaging.

In STXM, the X-ray beam is typically scanned across the

region of interest following a sawtooth path (Schmahl et al.,

1995; Kaznatcheev et al., 2007; Takeichi et al., 2016; Leonto-

wich et al., 2018), as Fig. 1(a) shows, and this is called the

unidirectional scan pattern. In this traditional scan method,

the precise scan pattern is defined before the acquisition, and

then a full image matrix is recorded in accordance with the

pixel scanning order (Takeichi et al., 2016). This method

spends approximately a quarter of the total imaging time

on return trips. A bidirectional scanning method which can

realize round-trip scanning path can effectively reduce the

redundancy. Image quality problems (noisy images, artifacts,

poor spatial resolution etc.) caused by backlash error and

vibration have limited the application of bidirectional scan-

ning in the past.

In this work, an efficient bidirectional scanning method in

fly-scan mode with an S-shaped moving track was designed for

STXM via a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) board.

A piezo-stage controller generates designed ramp waves to

control the two-dimensional movement of the sample. By

using a laser interferometer, the real sample positions can be

measured. Furthermore, the FPGA board can collect the

sample position information and the detector signal simulta-

neously. Since the data recorded by the FPGA contain the real

position of each scanned point, the backlash error caused by

the turning-back movement can be removed. By employing

an adapted post-processing program, a re-meshed high-reso-

lution STXM image can be obtained from the raw data. So far

the S-track bidirectional scanning method has been imple-

mented on the STXM endstation at the Shanghai Synchrotron

Radiation Facility (SSRF). This work eliminates the limitation

on bidirectional scanning caused by motor backlash and

vibration, and significantly improves the efficiency of STXM

experiments.

2. The conception of the bidirectional scanning method

In order to better understand the new scanning method, the

schematics of the common unidirectional scan pattern and the

S-track bidirectional scan pattern are shown in Figs. 1(a) and

1(b), respectively. Unidirectional scanning is a traditional

Z-type scanning to avoid backlash error. After scanning one

horizontal line, the motor returns to the starting point of the

next line and starts again (Huang et al., 2015; Leontowich et al.,

2018). In this method, the detected X-ray flux signals are

arranged directly in time order to form an image. This usually

requires a high stability of the system to ensure that the actual

scanning path has little deviation from the expected one

(Huang et al., 2015; Roy et al., 2019). This high-precision

requirement sets an upper limit on the motor speed. In

addition, the redundancy of the motor travel length greatly

increases the time required for STXM imaging.

A more radical conceptual leap is that the backlash does not

need to be worried about at all in S-track scanning. All that is

needed is that the X-ray probe travels across every position on

the sample, whether or not there is any backlash or deviation

relative to the expected path. Thus, the only requirement is

that the absolute position of the sample be recorded in real

time while recording the X-ray signals. Once these data have

been measured, the X-ray signals can be remapped onto their

real positions, so that the STXM image can be obtained

computationally. This method allows the sample to be scanned

bidirectionally at a faster speed. Even if backlash and motor

vibration are present, a high-quality scanned image can still be

obtained by rearranging a scattered distribution of the abso-

lute positions of all pixel signals into a regular mesh grid.

Compared with unidirectional scanning, this novel S-track

scanning has a shorter travel path, which results in higher

experimental efficiency.

3. Practical implementation in STXM

The advancement of the scanning control modules for STXM

now allows us to generate arbitrary scanning patterns and

exploit new illumination modes (Wojdyla et al., 2016). The

bidirectional scanning method proposed here was imple-

mented based on a customized FPGA board (XC7Z020-

2CLG400I, Xilinx, USA) with 100 MHz clock frequency.

Fig. 2 shows the practical implementation logic for bidirec-

tional scanning. The FPGA board is the core of the entire

system and responsible for the strict synchronization of the

scan module with the data acquisition module.
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Figure 2
A flow chart of the bidirectional scanning method controls. Dotted arrows
indicate information transfer directions and solid arrows indicate the
control relationships.

Figure 1
(a) A schematic diagram of a unidirectional scan pattern. (b) A schematic
diagram of a bidirectional scan pattern. For the same scanning range, the
bidirectional scanning path is shorter than the unidirectional one, which
can greatly increase the scanning efficiency.



A head-on type photomultiplier tube (PMT) (R647P,

Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) with a photon-counting unit

(C9744, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) and a laser inter-

ferometer (IDS3010, attocube systems AG, Germany) act as

detectors for data acquisition. They send the obtained X-ray

signals and sample positions to the FPGA board continuously.

The FPGA board is equipped with a multi-channel counter

module which can synchronously collect the incoming X-ray

signals and position information at a fixed frequency up to

100 MHz. These signals are then packaged and sent to a

workstation that has been installed with a home-developed

GUI program named STXM-daq. The Python-based

STXM-daq integrates motion control, data display, data post-

processing and other user interactions (such as X-ray energy

change, imaging mode selection, raster switching etc.).

Through the post-process module of this program, an inter-

polation mathematics model can be used to rearrange the

incoming X-ray signals according to the real location infor-

mation, and display the refined STXM image to the user in

real time.

The implementation of the new scan module relies on a

wave generator installed in the motor controller [E-712,

Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH, Germany] which can control/

drive each axis motor according to user-specified patterns, the

so-called ‘waveforms’, which are set by users in STXM-daq.

The system can automatically generate these waveforms and

store them in the volatile memory of the scan module, waiting

for a trigger signal to output and drive the motors.

Due to temperature, vibration, friction and other external

factors, the actual motion track of the sample motor in high-

speed motion may be inconsistent with the ideal output

waveform. Although this bidirectional scanning method can

eliminate a certain degree of trajectory deviation by recording

the real position of the sample in real time, a trajectory less

affected by noise will still make the signal more uniform and

the calibrated image obtained later will be more accurate. In

order to alleviate this problem, the PID (proportional integral

differential) algorithm is used to calibrate the movement

deviation. The PID control algorithm comes from the built-in

control algorithm module of the PI E-712 controller, which

can be activated by the relevant PI General Command Set

(GCS). In a closed-loop operation for this positioning system

with a horizontal piezo-motor (P-621.1CD, PI) and a vertical

piezo-motor (P-621.ZCD, PI), the main component of the

tracking error is the phase shift between the specified position

and the real position. By adding a feedforward signal to the

control algorithm this phase shift can be reduced. Moreover,

for bidirectional STXM imaging, the tracking error is not a

constant like other types of linear PID servo system, but

changes with the scanning position and direction. This is due

to the nonlinearity of the piezo motor and the limited dynamic

performance of the servo controller. As a result, the scanning

position is not directly proportional to time but shows dynamic

nonlinearity.

Considering the particularity of the bidirectional scanning

periodic motion, a better way of reducing tracking error is to

monitor the errors for an axis during one or more periods and

then compensate for them in all subsequent periods. Thus,

another PI E-712 built-in control algorithm, Dynamic Digital

Linearization (DDL), is employed to achieve significantly

better position accuracy in dynamic applications of STXM

imaging with periodic motions. The dedicated DDL algorithm

records the motion of the motor over one or more wave-

generator output cycles. The information collected is written

to the internal memory of the controller and can then be used

to refine the output control signals. After several lines of

scanning, the tracking error will be greatly reduced (Leonto-

wich et al., 2018).

Fig. 3(a) shows predefined waveforms of the horizontal and

vertical piezoelectric motors for the sample. This diagram

implies that the motor in the horizontal direction (blue line)

will move repeatedly back and forth in the range of 0 to

100 mm at a fixed speed, while the motor in the vertical

direction (orange line) moves from 0 to 100 mm within 30 s

at a certain frequency. This programmable motor control

mechanism facilitates the synchronization of movement in the

two directions. Furthermore, the high speed and concurrency
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Figure 3
(a) A plot of the driving waveforms of the piezoelectric motors in the two
directions of sample scanning. The orange line represents the control of
the vertical motor and the blue line represents the control of the
horizontal motor. It will take 30 s to scan 100 � 100 pixels with a dwell
time of 3 ms, while the FPGA reads data ten times per dwell time. (b)
Vibration test chart of the zone plate in the X direction. (c) Vibration test
chart of the zone plate in the Y direction. (d) Vibration test chart of the
sample in the X direction. (e) Vibration test chart of the sample in the Y
direction.



of the FPGA ensure that the data acquisition and sample

movement are triggered simultaneously. Figs. 3(b) to 3(e)

show the vibration levels of the zone plate X, zone plate Y,

sample X and sample Y, respectively, in the non-scanning

state. Taken together, the vibration amplitude of the system is

only 5–10 nm in a short period of time.

Because the real sample position for each pixel of the raw

STXM image is recorded by the FPGA in real time, an

accurate output image can be recovered through rearranging

all pixel signals from the scattered/fluctuating absolute posi-

tions into a regular rectangular mesh grid with an inter-

polation mathamatics approach. Fig. 4(a) is a schematic

diagram of rearranging the pixel signals. This post-processing

can effectively eliminate the impact of motor backlash and

vibration during bidirectional scanning. The STXM-daq soft-

ware incorporates this image-recovery module to remove

image distortion, unevenness and other artifacts originating

from the physical experimental environment. Fig. 4(b) is an

algorithm flowchart of the image-recovery function module. In

this module, a standard rectangular mesh grid is automatically

created according to the pixel number of the raw image and

then filled with modified X-ray signals based on an average

over the raw signals falling into respective grid points.

4. Experimental results and post-processing

Bidirectional scanning test experiments were carried out on

the newly built STXM endstation on beamline BL08U1A at

the SSRF, and the unidirectional scanning experiments for

comparison were conducted on the ambient STXM instrument

on the SM beamline at the Canadian Light Source (CLS).

Fig. 5(a) shows a raw STXM image of a Siemens star measured

through the bidirectional scanning method at 760 eV. The

image has 1000 � 1000 pixels and covers a 10 mm � 10 mm

area. The dwell time is 1 ms for data collection, and to improve

information richness the X-ray signals and position informa-

tion are recorded ten times within each dwell time. The image

data acquisition took 16.6 min. The raw image [Fig. 5(a)] is a

direct mapping of the X-ray signals according to their position

information recorded by the interferometer, showing a very

poor image quality. We can see many sawtooth or jagged

structures on both sides of the stripes, which result from the
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Figure 4
Data post-processing. (a) A schematic diagram of pixel rearranging. (b) A flow chart of the image-recovery algorithm embedded in the STXM-daq
software. This module re-meshes the X-ray signals from a scattered position distribution into a regular grid by averaging over the raw data falling in each
new grid point.



backlash of the horizontal motor. In addition, the image is

entirely distorted or tilted, with the circles transformed into

ellipses, which could be caused by the inclination of the

reflection mirrors for the laser interferometer. Fig. 5(b) is

an enlarged view of a central part of the image [Fig. 5(a),

region I], illustrating missing pixels caused by motor vibration.

Fortunately, images acquired by bidirectional scanning will not

be misaligned or distorted due to the vibration of the scanning

system or external influences. Fig. 5(c) shows the backlash

effects caused by the turning-back motion of the motor, which

lead to the jagged edges of the image [Fig. 5(a), region II].

Fig. 5(d) is a unidirectional scanning image of a star pattern

under the same scan parameters at the CLS. This image was

also taken in fly-scan mode and took 34.7 min. Fig. 5(e) is an

enlarged view of region I in 5(d). The tip of the �25 nm

innermost ring is relatively fuzzy. Meanwhile, external inter-

ference or vibration of the scanning system causes a relatively

large periodic misalignment of the image measured by

unidirectional scanning, which will cause the image to differ

greatly from the actual morphology of the sample.

After post-processing of the raw image by rearranging and

modifying all pixel X-ray signals from the scattered absolute

positions into a regular mesh grid with an interpolation

mathematics approach embedded in the STXM GUI software,

a precise high-resolution reconstructed image was obtained, as

Fig. 6(a) shows. For the processed STXM image, we used a

mesh with 625 � 625 grid points to re-mesh the original data,

so the final STXM pixel size is 16 nm. Through the recon-

struction algorithm for the image, the pixel distribution

becomes completely uniform and all the missed pixels are

filled up, as the enlarged image [Fig. 6(b)] shows. From

Figs. 6(a)–6(c), the sawtooth or jagged structures at the edges

of many strips of the raw image disappear completely. In

addition, the tilted image edge in Fig. 6(c) also becomes much

smoother than that in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the innermost

ring tip of the Siemens star, with a width of 30 nm, can be

basically distinguished.

In order to quantify the spatial resolution of the result,

several methods were used. Fig. 6(e) presents the calculated

Fourier ring correlation (FRC) (Shapiro et al., 2014; Wu et al.,

2018; Koho et al., 2019) of the post-processed bidirectional

scanning image in Fig. 6(a). The FRC curves of the final output

image of the bidirectional scanning method [brown and black

lines in Fig. 6(e)] drop below the chosen threshold line of 0.5

and the half-bit threshold at spatial frequencies of 0.0279 and

0.0340 nm�1, respectively, which correspond to spatial reso-

lutions of 35.8 and 29.4 nm, respectively. For comparison, the

resolutions of the conventional unidirectional scanning image

[Fig. 5(d)] can be calculated as 33.2 and 26.7 nm in Fig. 6(d). It

can be seen that bidirectional scanning can effectively achieve

the same level of resolution as unidirectional scanning.

In addition, efficient bidirectional scanning will bring the

advantage of a low radiation dose. The X-ray imaging dose D

is often estimated from the total interaction cross section

(Jones et al., 2017; Beetz & Jacobsen, 2003):

D ¼ I0Et�=�A�ð Þ Gy; ð1Þ

where I0 is the incident photon intensity, E is the photon

energy in electronvolts, � is the efficiency of the detector, t is

the exposure time in milliseconds, � is the density in g cm3, A is

the irradiated area in mm2 and � is the inverse absorption

length in mm�1. For Figs. 5(a) and 5(d), if we regard conditions

such as the incident photon intensity, the irradiated area of the

samples and their material as the same, then the only differ-
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Figure 5
Comparison of bidirectional scanning and traditional unidirectional
scanning results. (a) A high-resolution Siemens star pattern measured by
the bidirectional scanning method at 760 eV, with a 10 mm � 10 mm
range, 1000 � 1000 pixels and 1 ms dwell time. (b) An enlarged view of
region I in panel (a). (c) An enlarged view of region II in panel (a).
(d) Under the same scan parameters, the ANT star pattern measured by
the traditional unidirectional scanning method at the Canadian Light
Source. (e) An enlarged view of region I in panel (d). ( f ) An enlarged
view of region II in panel (d).

Figure 6
The final output image of the bidirectional scanning method after the re-
meshing process, and comparison between the resolution of bidirectional
versus unidirectional scanning. (a) The final refined picture after the
image reconstruction processing. (b) The internal pixel arrangement for
region I in panel (a), showing a uniform distribution with no missed pixels
due to motor vibration. (c) The jagged structures in region II in Fig. 5(a)
caused by motor backlash are also eliminated and the edge becomes
smoother. (d) Resolution analysis of the traditional unidirectional
scanning image [Fig. 5(d)] using the Fourier ring correlation (FRC)
method. (e) Resolution analysis of the post-processed bidirectional
scanning image [Fig. 6(a)] using the FRC method.



ence between the two images is the illumination time. The

time taken for bidirectional scanning is 0.478 times that for

unidirectional scanning. Thus, according to equation (1), the

radiation dose for bidirectional scanning is also 0.478 times

that for unidirectional scanning.

5. Summary and perspectives

In this paper, we have presented a bidirectional scanning

implementation method for STXM with an S-shaped moving

track. This scanning imaging scheme was tested on the STXM

beamline at the SSRF and a 1000 � 1000 pixel high-quality

output image with a resolution of about 30 nm to 50 nm could

be obtained within 16.6 min.

Through the bidirectional scanning S-track motion

controlled by an FPGA and its supporting image-recovery

software, a new generation of STXM with a high resolution

and faster data acquisition was successfully implemented. It

can remove or relieve restrictions imposed by motor backlash

and vibrations and the instability of the STXM system,

without degradation of the image quality. The scanning

method has a shorter scanning path than traditional uni-

directional scanning, which makes imaging more efficient and

lowers the radiation dose on the sample.

The method is currently unable to perform image recon-

struction in real time in experiments due to the slow post-

processing speed. It will be further improved and perfected to

make the processing of the raw data more efficient by opti-

mizing and accelerating related STXM-daq modules, thus

enhancing the user’s experience of real-time STXM imaging.

In addition, this method will be applied to time-consuming

imaging methods such as nano-CT and energy stack imaging,

so that their imaging time can be reduced markedly.
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